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SPECIAL AWARD
ALIMENTOS DE ESPAÑA
BEST EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND SWEET GREEN FRUITY AWARD
Venchipa, SL, Ácula (Granada)

The oil

History and geography

This oil is a very intense and complex fruity one, made from green
olives, which shows hints of tomato, green almond, green fruits such
as banana and apple and aromatic herbs such as rosemary. In the
mouth it is sweet and almond-tasty with bitter and spicy hints of
medium intensity. It is a balanced oil, with a great variety of touches
and a high persistence.

O-Med launched its foray in 2004 as a producer and packer, although
the García-Casas family have been related to the olive grove sector for
decades. The current managers, Paula and Juan de Dios, belong to the
fourth olive grower generation. In 2004 they bought an olive mill and
an estate in Ácula (a town situated in Granada), and that was when
they started the production of younger and maximum quality oil.
Venchipa’s Extra Virgin Olive Oil is present in more than 30 countries,
in some of the best sale points and restaurants in the world.

It is made from Picual olives.
O-Med produces three types of early oil, two of them being
conventional form Picual and Arbequina olive types and the other
one organic. All the types come from healthy olives from their own
olive groves and are harvested at their ideal ripening moment, which
is usually between the second and the third weeks in October. These
types of oil have been awarded several times in the last years. The
company was awarded the Special Award to the Best Extra Virgin
Olive Oil, season 2016-2017, which has been ratified in this season
2020-2021, a noteworthy achievement.

The estates are in Sierra Nevada, at a 750 metres height in a settlement
which provides the oil with its personality.
Both sustainability and environment are important interests for
this company’s philosophy. That is the reason why they make use
of agronomic techniques such as using of the pruning and the Extra
Virgin Olive Oil elaboration waste as fuel, the optimization of the use
of water through underground drip irrigation, the use of weather
stations for planning the agricultural activities, monitoring both the
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trees and the soil with sensors, etc.
O-Med takes part in the Alive Olive Groves Project from the Seo
Birdlife (the Spanish Ornithology Society), which promotes the
proliferation of autochthonous flora and fauna and thus generates a
rich and varied ecosystem.

The Olive Mill
Currently O-Med is about to finish the reconstruction of its olive mill
with the help of a renowned architecture studio. They plan to construct
a building which combines beauty and sustainability, by working
under natural light throughout the whole day, recycling rainwater and
acclimatizing the building in a natural and sustainable way.

Moreover, the olive mill has been opened to Olive Oil Tourism, or
“Olivetourism”, being thus adapted for this activity. It offers a raised tour
which enables visitors to see the whole process, explanatory rooms,
tasting bars and a cooking demonstrations area.
O-Med has got the most modern machinery for the making of its oil and
a strict quality control.
They are founding partners of the QvExtra associations, which protects
their commitment traceability and quality and feature the Siquev Seal of
Quality.
Thanks to their investment in research, development, and innovation,
they have put two very exclusive products on the market: the first Yuzu
oil and an oil which is smoked with the very olive pit.

VENCHIPA, S.L. (O-MED)
Ctra. Ácula - Ventas de Huelma km1
18131 Ácula (Granada)



958 588 011

info@omedoil.com
www.omedoil.com
https://www.facebook.com/omedoil/
@omedoil
@omedoil
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AWARD
ALIMENTOS DE ESPAÑA
BEST EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL BITTER GREEN FUITY
Nuestra Señora de los Remedios Andalusian Cooperative, Jimena (Jaén)

The oil
This oil is a very intense fruity product made from green olives,
which shows fruity tones of apple, aromatic herbs, tomato, artichoke,
green almond and green leaves. In the mouth its beginning is sweet,
bitter, and spicy of a medium-high intensity and almond-tasty. It is a
balanced and of a great complexity oil.
It is obtained from Picual olives.

The Olive Mill
The oil “Oro de Cánava” (which means Gold of Cánava), from the
Nuestra Señora de los Remedios Andalusian Cooperative, started in
1976 in Jimena, following the dream of 75 farmers who wished to be
more competitive regarding expenses and were firmly committed to
obtain a distinguished Extra Virgin Olive Oil.
Today, after 45 years and with 750 olive-growers, they can affirm that
those values have been kept intact, although their techniques have

been improved to optimise the processes, which are backed by the
rigorous controls, both from the inside of the cooperative and the
ones made by the “Sierra Mágina” Protected Certificate of Origin, of
which the Cooperative is a member.
The Cooperative is in the heart of Sierra Mágina, in Jaén, a mountain
area which makes their Extra Virgin Olive Oil a very characteristic one.
The olive grove consists of 3.300 hectares which are protected by their
olive mill.
Their average production is of 16-17 million olive kilograms ,
and
they make their oil during the months of November and December
to obtain an Extra Virgin Olive Oil with differentiated attributes, by
especially valuing the quality of the fruit.
They use Picual olives, the most used one in our country due to its
herbaceous aroma and intense taste. This variety is the favourite of
the consumers enjoy a noticeable oil taste.
In the last 10 years, “Oro de Cánava” Oil has earned important
recognitions such as:
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# Alimentos de España Best Extra Virgin Olive Oil Award, season
2020 - 2021 for its Bitter Green Fruity type.
# 5 “Jaén Selección” Awards, awarded by the Jaén Provincial
Government, thus being the most valued cooperative and the
one which owns more awards in the province.

For all those reasons the cooperative thanks those who, year after
year, make the extraction of this maximum quality Extra Virgin Olive
Oil possible: the farmers, the staff, small businesses, the restaurant
business and the hundreds of customers who choose their “Oro de
Cánava” Oil.

# Awarded as the best winery of the “Sierra Mágina” Protected
Certificate of Origin “Sierra Mágina 2021”, in 2020.
# First prize in the “Mario Solinas” contest in 2020 for their Deep
Green-Olive Fruity type awarded by the International Olive Oil
Council (IOOC), as the Best Extra Virgin Olive Oil in the world.
The awards are a signature to back the great quality of this traditional
olive grove, which currently cannot rival the prices of other kinds of
farming.
The future perspectives of the olive mill and its members lie in keeping
up to their daily work to obtain their distinguished Extra Virgin Olive
Oil, by taking care of every moment of its extraction and sale and
attempting to reach a raise in the profit both to a social and economic
level.

COOP. ANDALUZA NUESTRA SEÑORA DE LOS REMEDIOS
Ctra. Mancha Real -Cazorla km.17.400
23530 Jimena (Jaén)



953 357 437

info@orodecanava.com
www.orodecanava.com
@OroDeCanava
@orodecanava
@orodecanava
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AWARD
ALIMENTOS DE ESPAÑA
BEST RIPE FRUITY EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Grupo Valdecuevas Agro, S.L.U. (Valladolid)

The oil

Olive grove and olive mill

This oil is intense fruity made from Arbequina olives with ripe tones
among which are noticeable the apple, banana, nuts, and aromatic
herbs such as chamomile ones. In the mouth it is very sweet with light
bitter and spicy tones. The resulting oil is harmonious and balanced.

Pago de Valdecuevas has got a 150 hectare estate in Medina de
Rioseco (Valladolid) at 850 metres over the sea level. This area
has got a continental Mediterranean climate with important
thermic contrasts which affect the growing activity of the plant.
An Arbequina olive with a high intensity and complexity and with
an outstanding aromatic quality is thus obtained.

History
Pago de Valdecuevas is a family-run business with a large experience
in the agri-food sector and focused on the making of great technical
and sensorial quality gourmet oil. The olive mill obtained its first
production in 2012, after having sed its own olive grove in 2008, and
thus became the first olive mill in Valladolid.
In 2012, with their Pago de Valdecuevas brand, they produced their
first Extra Virgin Olive Oil and in 2015 they were awarded Bronze
Medal in the Mario Solinas Awards, awarded by the International
Olive Oil Council (IOOC).

The olive grove consists of 150.000 olive trees and produces 7.000
kg per hectare.
The olive mill is within the very estate, which allows the realization
of the extraction processes in a short period of time and the
reduction of the environmental impact. It has got the most
modern technology to get all the organoleptic and nutritional
richness from the fruit and take it to the bottle thus keeping all
its freshness.
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The Extra Virgin Olive Oils from Pago de Valdecuevas

Environmental Initiatives

PAGO DE VALDECUEVAS: 100% Arbequina, of a great aromatic intensity
with vegetable (green leaves and fig tree) and apple tones. It is an oil
with plenty of possibilities for its use in cooking, able to raise the result
of any dish. Its use in pastry-making is worth mentioning, especially in
fruit and chocolate elaborations.

In May 2020 the company opened a new 59,400 kW photovoltaic
system for the olive mill’s self-supply.

VALDECUEVAS CHEF: addresses to cooking professionals. It offers a
great versatility of usage by always providing the best version of any
elaboration.

Since 2016, the company handles its waste from the production
processes through a biomass boiler which uses the olive pits as fuel,
which is made from its own manure with the olive pulp compost.
It has got the quality certifications ISO
(International Food Standard).

9001:2008

GENERAL BLAKE: it consists of a very limited production of only 2000
bottles. It is a coupage carefully made from Picual, Manzanilla Cacereña
y Arbequina olives, which are found in the estate, hand-harvested and
processed in their best organoleptic state.
The Extra Virgin Olive Oils from de Pago de Valdecuevas have got the
SIQEV seal, which guarantees a complete traceability and the maximum
quality.

Production and Sale
The olive mil produces 100.000 litres yearly, being 90% Arbequina, and
the other 10% Manzanilla Cacereña and Picual.
It sells its Extra Virgin Olive Oils both in the national and the international
markets, being present in countries in America, Europe and Asia, with
a balance of 40% in international markets and 60% in the domestic
market.
They hold master classes, informative talks and tastings addressed to
cooking and retailer professionals with the aim of giving value to the
Extra Virgin Olive Oil, as well as promotional actions.
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PAGO DE VALDECUEVAS
Apartado de Correos 11, Camino de Buenaventura s/n
47800 Medina de Rioseco (Valladolid)



983 033 942

Comunicacion@valdecuevas.es
www.pagodevaldecuevas.es
https://www.facebook.com/Pagodevaldecuevas/
https://www.instagram.com/pagodevaldecuevas/

and
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